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Summary

Channel sand deposits often act as a potential reservoir for
hydrocarbon accumulation. These sand bodies usually have
high porosity and permeability so they bear great
significance from the purview of hydrocarbon exploration.
However, the constraint lies on the fact that, sometimes it is
not possible to tap this potential source of hydrocarbon
accumulation only by using conventional post stack
inversion. This is because of the fact that, the velocities of
hydrocarbon bearing sand are very close to those of shale
and brine sand which results overlapping in P-impedance
domain.

Pre-stack simultaneous inversion is an effective tool to
discriminate different lithology and fluid type based on the
P and S-wave velocity and density from offset seismic
gathers. This paper illustrates the applicability and
effectiveness of pre-stack simultaneous inversion as a tool
for gas prospect delineation in a clastic sand-shale inter-
bedded sequence in one of the fields of Upper Assam shelf
of North Eastern part of India.

Introduction

The Assam-Arakan basin is situated in North Eastern India
and it is one of the most petroliferous basins of India. The
basin trending NE-SW orientation having most of the
hydrocarbon traps occurring in anticlinal structures, fault
closure and some subtle stratigraphic traps. In this basin
hydrocarbon production mainly comes from Eocene
(Langpar and Lakadong-Therria formations), the upper
Eocene-Oligocene (Barail Group), and Miocene (Tipam
and Girujan) group of formations. Lower Miocene (Tipam
Formation) sandstone which is largely of fluvial
depositions is the primary target facies for this study. The
Tipam sands mainly contain braided fluvial channel sands
inter-bedded with thin shale streaks.

Generally, P-velocity is sensitive to changes in pore fluid
where as S-velocity relates mainly to the rock matrix and is
relatively insensitive to changes in fluid. When the rock is
saturated with the same type of fluid, velocity of P-wave is
linearly related to S-wave velocity. In contrast, when the
pore fluid is replaced by gas, P-velocity decreases
considerably while S-velocity tends to increase slightly

from the background trend. So, by analyzing both P-wave
and S-wave velocity trend, discrimination of gas bearing
zone is possible. The output of pre-stack simultaneous
inversion viz. P-impedance and S-impedance and Vp/Vs
are useful to discriminate the channel gas sand from the
overlying lithologies. Based on the gas sensitivity
parameter analysis from well log data, attributes such as λρ
(product of Lame's constant and density), μρ (product of
shear modulus and density) and Poisson's ratio were
calculated and analyzed for gas sand delineation.

Theory and methodology:

The aim of pre-stack simultaneous inversion is to estimate
P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity and density to predict the
lithology and type of fluid present within the rock strata.
The Zeopritz equation gives an intuitive understanding of
amplitude of the reflected and transmitted wave as a
function of incident angles. Accordingly, the seismic
reflection amplitudes can be seen as correlation between P
& S-wave velocity, density and incident angles. To view
amplitude variations of seismic reflections from different
lithological bed boundaries, instead of offset domain
gathers converted angle gathers were used. Pre-stack
simultaneous inversion requires amplitude-preserved full
stack quality data and a group of near, mid and far angle
limited stacks as its input. A reasonable near-mid-far
stacking scheme is chosen based on well log data and
effectiveness of seismic data.

The methodology adopted in the present study is discussed
below:

a. Data conditioning

During gather conditioning, effects such as random noise,
residual misalignment of seismic events were taken care.
For this purpose super-gather and trim statics is applied in
the offset gather data. The conditioned offset gathers are
then converted to angle domain using the migrated seismic
velocities. Apart from seismic data, well log data is also
conditioned to remove artifact. Log data were used to
analyze the gas sensitivity parameters and for initial low
frequency model building necessary for the inversion
process.
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b. AVO forward modeling

In second step, AVO forward modeling is carried out in
few wells having recorded full wave sonic and density logs.
The aim of modeling is to get an angle stacking scheme by
analyzing the AVO traits of gas producing sand. Preferably
large angle seismic data should be used in the pre-stack
inversion study, provided data quality allows and the
seismic gathers should have the same AVO response as
those modeled in the forward modeling. The well-101
shown for modeling purpose has two sand bodies, (Figure
01). Reservoir-B presently producing gas and Reservoir-A
interpreted as possible gas prospect. The AVO analysis of
the modeled synthetic gathers showing increases of
amplitude with increasing incident angles, indicating
class- III type of AVO response for both the Reservoir-A
and B. Further, AVO analysis of the seismic gathers also
indicating Class-III traits for both the reservoir. AVO
characteristic of the seismic matches well with those of the
forward modeling results from well log data. Analyzing
both the responses of well synthetic and seismic angle
gathers, it is prudent to take incident angle up to 30º for
pre-stack simultaneous inversion. Accordingly, three angle
ranges viz. 6~14º, 14~21º and 21~29º were chosen for
stacking scheme.

Figure 01: AVO analysis on modeled synthetic gather
(upper panel) & seismic angle gather (lower panel) at well-
101.

c. Gas-sensitivity parameter analysis

Gas sensitivity parameters analysis is very vital in the pre-
stack inversion study. In this step, gas-sensitive elastic
parameters were identified by cross-plotting different
elastic parameters derived from well log data. P and S -
wave and density log is used to calculate P- & S-
impedance, Poisson’s ratio (σ), λρ and μρ. Then, these
parameters were cross plotted to find the gas sensitive

parameters. It was observed that λρ and μρ is sensitive to
gas saturation in the inter-bedded sand-shale sequence
(Figure: 02).

Figure 02: Gas sensitivity parameter analysis by cross
plotting λρ- μρ derived from log data of well-101.

The red box (right hand side panel) classifies gas-charged
sand having low value of λρ and high μρ. The λρ value
ranging from 5-16 (Gpa*g/cc) and μρ from 8-17
(Gpa*g/cc) for the gas charged sand. The yellow and green
box in the cross plot classifies brine sand and shale
lithology respectively. Once gas-sensitive parameters are
determined from well log data, pre-stack simultaneous
inversion result can be used to find gas sand over the whole
volume.

d. Pre-stack simultaneous inversion

Pre-stack seismic inversion simultaneously inverts seismic
amplitudes with angles for P-impedance, S-impedance and
density at each CMP location. Initially, angle dependent
wavelets were extracted from three angle gathers (viz.
range 6~14º, 14~21º and 21~29º) and well to seismic tie
were performed. Then, low frequency models (one for each
model parameter- viz. P-impedance, S-impedance and
density) were built taking low frequency trend of acoustic
logs. In the next step, inversion analysis was performed at
the well locations. At each CMP location, three partial
angle gathers were generated by convolving the angle-
dependent wavelets with respective angle-dependent
reflectivity series. The model impedance (Zp, Zs) and
density (ρ) values and thus the reflectivity Rp, Rs were
modified in such a way that the model angle gather matches
the real angle gather with the smallest least-squared error
(Figure: 03). After attaining the least-square error between
the real seismic and synthetic gathers for certain set of
modeled parameters at the well locations; simultaneous pre
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stack inversion was performed using the derived
constraints.

Figure 03: Pre-stack inversion analysis at well position.

Figure 04: In-line profiles of λρ (upper panel) and μρ
(lower panel) passing through well-101.

Figure 05: Gas zone overlaid on an arbitrary seismic profile
connection well-101 and proposed location (Loc.G80)

Figure 06: Geo-body (Green color) extracted over
Reservoir- B on the basis of gas sensitivity parameters.

Inversion results and discussion

The attribute volumes λρ and μρ are calculated based on
gas sensitivity parameters for detail analysis of gas
prospects over the study area. An inline profile of λρ and
μρ passing through the well -101 is shown in Figure 04.
The gas charged sands (reservoir-A & B) were
characterized by low-value of λρ and high value of μρ.
Likewise, cross-plot of λρ and μρ seismic attributes gives
an intuitive view to analyze the distribution of possible gas
prospect across the seismic volume. Based on λρ and μρ
cut-off values, gas zone is selected and overlaid on the
seismic volume. An arbitrary profile passing through the
well-101 and an identified proposed location (Loc.G80) is
shown in Figure 05. Here, we can interpret that Reservoir -
A has a limited areal extension where as Reservoir-B is
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extending up to the proposed location (Loc.G80). The geo-
body extracted for Reservoir-B is shown in Figure 06.The
gas prospects identified on the basis of λρ and μρ are also
validated at drilled wells within the study area.

Conclusions

Pre-stack simultaneous inversion is a powerful tool to
delineate hydrocarbon charged sand utilizing information
derived from well log data and seismic gathers. In the study
area, the gas charged sand within the inter-bedded sand-
shale sequence can be easily identified using pre-stack
inversion. In turn it adds value addition to reduce
uncertainty for the future exploration/field development
plans.
.
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